where I[11 is the Euclidean norm on Nz, and where 0 < 2 _< 1 is a constant that restricts the consumption growth rate. For any given consumption stream deD +, a recursive utility process U(d) -{Ut(d)}t>_o is defined recursively by the following Koopmans equations: 
Proof: For any given d eD +, define operator T~:~+ ~ q/+ by

Ta(U)t = W(c.#(Ut+ll~t)), t>_ O, U~ql.
Operator Ta is well-defined: First, the right hand side is non-negative and ~-measurable for all 0 _< s <_ t by assumption CE 4. and W 1. Second, we can show To show the fixed point to be unique, suppose by contrary that T a has another fixed point U'e~+, and U'r We have, for each t>O, )ftlU',-U,I< fi~fl,2 p Ir u' -u [Is, or, r] u' -u I[ou _< fl~fi,2 -p 11 u, -u [[ou which is possible only when U'= U, a contradiction. For each dED+, let U*(d)eql+ be the unique fixed point of T a. The map U* :D § --+ q/+ is well-defined, and gives the utility process on the consumption domain D+. These end the proof of the first part of Theorem 2.1. The proof to the second part of the theorem is straightforward and standard, and is thus omitted.
